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OUR VALUE ADDED SERVICES
Packing And Moving Services
Office Relocation Services
Warehousing Services
Home Relocation Services
Car Shifting Services
Insurance & Escort

www.paradisepackers.com

AN INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Paradise Packers & Movers is a renowned service
provider for packing and moving of households, office furniture
and equipments, plant and machineries, industrial goods and so
on. Paradise Packers & Movers is a leader in the relocation
industry and serves its customers country wide. Paradise Packers
& Movers is an independent relocation management company and
is ranked as one of the country's leading packers and mover’s
specialization in household & corporate goods transportation with
facilities for warehousing and storage. We provides world class
Packers and Movers Services in Chennai, considering each and
every detail assuring complete safety of the customer’s
Possessions till they reach their desired Destination that why we
are very highlighted as a one of the leading Packers and Movers
in Chennai. Being a professional and experienced packer, Paradise
Packers & Movers are here to shift your valuable and precious
house hold goods to your destination - safety and in time.

PACKING SERVICES
All the packing processes is done under the guidance and
supervision of our packaging experts, who work tirelessly making
sure that the goods are perfectly packed and don't get damaged
during transportation. Our team of experts keeps a stringent eye
on every activity that takes place during the packing and moving
of goods from one place to the other. we are one of the leading
packers and movers in India and render valuable packing and
moving services to our esteemed clients.

UNPACKING SERVICES
In unpacking the role of Paradise Packers & Movers can’t be
ignored. Our experienced professionals and dedicated team help
your unpack packing of your valuable belongings at new
destination. We are a leading player for packing and moving in
India, and known for our effective and prompt services. Our
services have carved out a niche for ourselves in the national
market for our better relocation in India. We also provide useful
information related to packing and unpacking. While unpacking
our staffs unpack quickly taking special care of your belongings.
We help not only in unpacking but also rearrange your
belongings according to your desire or instructions.

LOADING SERVICES
Our loading experts acquire right skill and knowledge of modern
loading equipments including loading spouts, tilt tables, fork
lifters, cranes, hydraulic jacks, conveyor dock for loading and
unloading systems to load goods properly in trucks, trailers,
containerized vehicles and special containers for safe and prompt
transportation of goods to their destination. Packing the goods
with complete efficiency would only be successful if they are
loaded and unloaded for transportation with complete care. Also,
they acquire right sense of stacking of goods, movement of heavy
and light cartons, stacking of lighter articles over heavy articles
With Paradise Packers and Movers, you can surely avail
professional household goods loading, industrial goods loading
services at most competitive rates ensuring complete safety of
goods during transition.

UNLOADING SERVICES
Unloading of goods to demand a lot of expertise. After arrival
your goods to the new destination, our professionals also unload,
unpack and rearrange your goods in proper way and under your
instruction. As the loading part is important, Unloading also
needs to be done by professionals to prevent last minute
damages. Our main motto is to offer safe, quick, systematic,
well organized, professional loading and unloading of our
customer’s belongings. Loading and unloading is very important
aspect of relocation.

TRANSPORTATION
We hold expertise in offering a quality range of transportation facility to ensure secure and safe transit of goods from one place to
another. Our diligent team assists us in transferring all kinds of goods from the existing place to its final destination as per the
client’s information.This makes us easier to transport goods to any nook and corner of the world with an ease at the door step of
the client. So for any mode of transportation services we are always there for you. Clients satisfaction is an utmost priority to us
thus we believe in serving the excellence to our clients. We are also famous for timely completion of our consignment. We have
well highly qualified driver who are proficient in driving.
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We have established a well-maintained warehouse to stock your
consignments. We also offer assistance in insuring goods, so that
during transportation if any mis-happening occurs then
customers can get indemnity for the same. We provide goods
warehousing services at various offices that are waterproof and
all the proper care is taken to keep your valuable in best
condition. For export cargo, the United Cargo packers& Movers
collect, store and ship in accordance to the client's instructions, at
the same time on imports they arrange delivery from port, store
and dispatch directly to the specified destination. We have
experience warehousing services personnel for stocking and
handling different types of commercial and industrial goods for
the desired period of time.

INSURANCE
We have an excellent damage free record with our clients but in
the event of unforeseen circumstances like accident, items can
be damaged. To protect the items during move make sure that
you get your effects insured by an Indian backed Insurance
company. We provide insurance services on household shifting,
car relocation services, official goods relocation, industrial goods
consignment etc. If any casualties and mishaps take place
company is going to minimize the loss. We ensure our clients are
assisted with proper documentation and paper work so that our
clients are rest assured about the safety of their belongings.
During the course of transportation we offer insurance services
so that in case of any unavoidable circumstances our customers
do not have to bear the losses Our suitable insurance services not
only insure the safety of the goods but also make our customer
free from all the unwanted tension and hesitation of shifting.

RESIDENTIAL RELOCATION
At Paradise Packers and Movers have experienced and reliable
movers and packers offer their expert services to perform such
hectic tasks. Household goods contain furniture, soft items like
glassware & Dishes and sensitive electronic goods. All these
items need extra precautions in packing to protect them to get
damaged. Knowing what to expect from a professional mover will
help you better prepare for your upcoming relocation. Paradise
Packers & Movers can eliminate much of the stress felt while
planning your move by customizing your moving experience so
that it is exactly what you want it to be. We ensure safe packing
by using materials like thermocol, cardboard sheets, gunny bags,
bubble packs, cartons & wooden crates.

OFFICE RELOCATION
Paradise Packers & Movers is the most popular relocation
company in Chennai, India. At times emerges the need for
shifting the office set-up to a whole new building in a new place.
Pre departure planning, professional packing and crafting,
medium of transportation and finally the storage facility every
little details needs to be checked before the shifting which can be
efficiently done by the help of the office relocation services
provider. Definitely it happens for the better part on the office,
but the relocation procedure seems a bit of a reason of worry.
They are best in the market because they offer quality relocation
services.

DEDICATION TO OUR CLIENTS
Quality oriented logistics services to the niche segment.
Reliable & safe delivery record with specialization in first in time delivery.
Client oriented services that are creative,well managed & highly customized.
Servicing from and to any point in India and outbound logistics activities.
Professional handling of general commodify freight, industrial cargo, bulk cargo, house hold effects.

OUR QUALITY POLICY
To provide quick & honest information supplemented with dedicated service at all levels of the deliver process.
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